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t h e

dutch
to u c h

Spring is in the air here
on the French Riviera
and we are busy with
preparing all the plans
for new renovation and
decoration projects
here in the south of
France, Spain and in the
Netherlands.

I

have been receiving many calls from
clients who want to renovate or decorate
their apartments and villas to be ready for

summer. Understandably many requests have
been for exterior furnishings and decor, outdoor
summer kitchens, and exterior renovations. I can
feel the enthusiasm from my clients that they are
ready to enjoy some nice outdoor entertaining!
So if you are thinking about doing something
new for your home and want it done before
summer, now is the time to get in touch with me.
Ernst Jan Zantingh, ZANTOS Interiors and
Exteriors Founder and Managing Director

m e e t

t h e

team

ZANTOS is grateful to have
Ronald de Jong in the team.

R

onald is a dually talented draftsman and project
manager providing us with beautifully crafted
plans and designs for our projects.

Contact us for more
information
at info@zantos.com

w h at ’ s

new?
ViViP Amsterdam Lifestyle & Living
Platform Launched
Last week ZANTOS had the pleasure of participating in a new
dutch lifestyle and living platform called ViViP ( http://www.
vivip.amsterdam/ ) at the howtobuyahouseinamsterdam event
that took place at Vondelchurch in Amsterdam this past month.
ViViP brings together the best of expertise with a selected
collaboration of companies collaborating to offer a total
concept approach in the area of interior design, decoration,
renovation along with tailored lifestyle management.

ZANTOS at Work

SPAIN AND AMSTERDAM
T
his past month ZANTOS has been traveling
to Malaga, Spain in preparation for another

renovation and decoration project for a turn-

key apartment, and another for exterior furnishings and
decoration.
We love to do projects in Spain where we can combine
the beautiful essence of Spanish culture with Dutch
functionality and comfort.
We have also been back and forth to the Netherlands
for an exciting upcoming renovation of a villa for later
this year in Rhenen.

S P O T

O N

SUPPLIERS
Linteloo is one of ZANTOS’
favorite suppliers, especially
when looking for an
ultra comfort factor.

UPCOMING

EVENT
Riviera Business Club
event at Villa Zantos in
Montauroux, France

Z

ANTOS has the great pleasure of hosting
a wonderful event with the Riviera
Business Club and the International Club

of the Cote d’Azur.
A Sunday afternoon Networking & Socialising
event - in association with Events By George on
Sunday the 29th of April starting at 12.00 noon.

The event promises to be one of the
best business cum social outings you
could have this year.
We look forward to seeing you all for
a great Sunday afternoon in April!
Tickets:
Members of the Riviera Business
Club and the International Club of
the Cote d’Azur €30 - and
others €35 - (All Inclusive)
Numbers will be limited and we
Artist Karin Van Os, Positive Frequentie, 250 x 170 cm

would advise you to book now -

Ernst Jan Zantingh with ZANTOS

style lunch with a selection of wines

Closing date or reservations Monday

Interiors & Exteriors and Karin Van

and drinks served on the poolside

23rd April UNLESS SOLD OUT

Os - Artist, will offer the fabulous

terrace.

BEFORE!

setting of their pool terrace of their

Artist Karin Van Os will have her

beautiful home/showroom in the

arti pieces on display for the event.

Reservations and payments can be made in two ways:-

picturesque village of Montauroux,

She finds her inspiration in nature,

1. Paypal - By visiting the events page of the ICC website at

just a half an hour drive from

life and the beauty of the human

http://www.internationalclubcda.fr/events.html and clicking on the payment

Cannes.

being.

button below the event notice.

Both Ernst and Karin will be

She creates paintings that represent

2. Bank Transfer - Details of Bank Account on the event notice on our website

making short presentations of their

her and is proud to see that her work

at http://www.rivierabusinessclub.fr/index.php/events/nextevent

respective businesses followed

is often integrated around the world

by a delicious international buffet

in various projects.

For any further information please do not hesitate to call 0758441837
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